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National Champions

by Veronica Lippert ’15
Sports Writer
MEN’S HOCKEY
What a difference a national
championship can make. Last
weekend, for a few short days,
Providence College was a hockey
school. Some students shelled out
more than $200 for tickets to the
final, and alumni made a game

in Boston University’s backyard
far more of a neutral site than
expected. The win set off the sort
of celebrations usually reserved
for basketball and football at a
large state school, and for a few
days, nobody seemed to care about
Kris Dunn’s draft status.
After an East regional of upsets,
freak bounces, thrilling comebacks,
and great goaltending, the Frozen Four
followed up with much of the same.
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And again, it was Providence who
came out on top, playing their best
hockey when it mattered most.
This was particularly true against
Nebraska-Omaha, where PC played
their most complete game of the
year. Against an Omaha team built
on speed, PC’s game plan was to
force the team out of its comfort zone
and impose a slower, more physical
game. “We know our identity and
we know who we are and we know

when we stick with our game plan
we can have success,” Head Coach
Nate Leaman said after the game.
They stuck with that game plan all
night starting when Noel Acciari ’16
leveled a Nebraska-Omaha forward
off the opening faceoff. Throughout
the first period they peppered Omaha
goalie Ryan Massa with shot after
shot.
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Seniors Get Ready for Commencement Day 2015

by Marla Gagne ’18
News Staff
GRADUATION
Spring is finally here and Providence College
has come alive. Students spent the past few warm
weather days soaking up the sun on the quad,
playing some soccer and frisbee, and finally wearing
shorts and flip-flops. With a month of school left
to go, PC seniors are trying to soak up the last few
weeks of being a PC student and getting ready for
Commencement.
On April 8, ’64 Hall hosted Cap and Gown Day
for all graduating seniors. Seniors were able to pick
up their cap and gown along with Commencement
tickets. Jenny DeMarco ’15 said, “Cap and Gown Day
was kind of surreal and bittersweet. It was sad to see
the beginning of the end of my time at PC, but also
exciting to acknowledge the start of a new chapter.”
Many seniors like DeMarco were torn between the
excitement of graduating and the sadness of leaving
their home for the past four years.
Along with picking up Commencement
necessities, seniors were able to donate money to PC
in honor of their class. Sponsored by the Senior Giving
Committee, seniors were encouraged to donate at
least a dollar. The Committee’s goal is to raise $25,000
and achieve 65 percent participation, requiring
575 seniors to donate. If this participation goal is
achieved, an anonymous donor will donate $10,000
to the senior class. Christina Roche, the development
associate in the Office of Annual Giving, said, “Cap
and Gown Day was a huge success, gaining over 300
new senior donors.” After donating, students were
able to leave their fingerprint on the Senior Giving
Tree drawn by Jessica Artigliere ’17. Only 57 more
donors are needed to reach the goal. On April 28, all
senior donors will be invited to Fr. Brian Shanley’s
Senior Sendoff where a check will be presented to
him for the amount raised by the Class of 2015.

Seniors also found out on April 8 that Darlene
Love will be speaking for Commencement 2015.
Love began her singing career in the gospel choir
at her father’s church. She went on to join the firstever black, female back-up group, The Blossoms,
who recorded hit songs such as “He’s a Rebel,”
“He’s Sure the Boy I Love,” and “Today I Met the
Boy I’m Gonna Marry.” Love overcame challenges in
the music industry, and The Blossoms sang for other
stars including Frank Sinatra, Marvin Gaye, Tom
Jones, and Elvis Presley.
Over the years, Love has collaborated with artists
including U2, Cher, and Steven Van Zandt and has
worked on Broadway. Love received the highest
award in the music industry in 2011 as she was
inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. The
movie 20 Feet From Stardom, featuring Love and
other prominent back-up singers, won the Academy
Award for Best Documentary in 2014 and swept the
Best Music Film category in this year’s Grammy
Awards. Oprah Winfrey has announced she will be
making a film depicting Love’s life and career.
Ann Manchester-Molak, the chair of the honorary
degree committee, said, “We are delighted that
Darlene Love is the principal speaker at this year’s
Commencement. It’s important to know that it
wasn’t an easy ride for Ms. Love, whose professional
career in the music industry has been riddled with
challenges. Through her 50-year plus career, no
matter how big the obstacle, Ms. Love’s faith in God
never wavered.” Manchester-Molak is confident
seniors will be able to relate and be inspired by
Love’s message. Sarah O’Brien ’15 commented, “I
heard Darlene Love speak at a campus event earlier
this year; she’s inspiring and hilarious. I am thrilled
that she’ll be receiving an honorary degree and will
be imparting us Friars with a final message as we
head into the ‘real world.’”
Love is one of five honorary degree recipients. Dr.
Henry C. “Hank” Foley ’77 will receive an honorary
doctorate in Science. Foley is senior vice chancellor

for research and graduate studies and executive vice
president for academic affairs for the University
of Missouri system and is an inventor with over
16 patents. Rev. Gustavo Gutiérrez, O.P., will be
receiving a doctorate in Divinity due to his work in
the liberation theology in Latin America, and Jane
Lunin Perel will receive a doctorate in Fine Arts
for being one of the first female faculty members
at PC and working with others to create the PC
Creative Writing major. The fifth honoree will be
Kevin C. Phelan ’66 who will receive a doctorate
in Public Service. Phelan is a trustee emeritus of
the College, serves on the Board’s Varsity Athletics
and Development Committees, and is co-chairman
of Colliers International’s Boston office, a realestate
firm. Commencement will be held Sunday, May 17,
2015, at 11 a.m. in the Dunkin’ Donuts Center.
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Senior donors leave their mark on the Senior Giving Tree.

Silence About Difficult Conversations
McPherson Talks About Dating Violence, Masculinity, and Language

by Meaghan Dodson ’17
Senior Staff Writer
LECTURE
Everyone knows the iconic Sandlot
scene where the two groups of boys face
off and exchange insults. One boy shouts,
“You mix your Wheaties with your
mama's toe jam!” while the other replies,
“You bob for apples in the toilet and
you like it.” Despite these offensive yet
creative jabs, what finally crosses the line
is Ham's insult: “You play ball like a girl.”
At this, the boys grow silent. This is the
last-and worst-thing to say to someone.
The Sandlot is but one of the
many examples that former college
and professional quarterback, Don
McPherson, used in his lecture, “We
Don't Raise Boys to Be Men. We Raise
Them Not to Be Women.” In Mullaney
Gym at 7 p.m. on Monday, April 13,
Pherson spoke to the Providence College
community about dating violence,
masculinity, and the power of language.
McPherson retired from the NFL in
1994 after winning numerous awards,
including an induction into the NCAA
College Football Hall of Fame. Since
then, McPherson has been a nationallyrecognized feminist and social activist,
visiting over 250 college campuses and

inspiring over one million people.
McPherson's goal is to start a
conversation about “uncomfortable”
topics. He remarked that it is “not so
much talking about gender issues but
how we talk about them.” Silence about
difficult conversations, he stated, has
been passed down from generation to
generation, insomuch that we are raised
to not talk about these issues. McPherson
believes that society only talks about
uncomfortable topics like men's violence
when a dramatic event, such as the Ray
Rice incident, makes national headlines.
He emphasized the “need to make

good decisions with good information.”
Making a football reference, McPherson
showed how athletes always prepare
for the worst possible scenario. But with
social issues, people wait until something
bad happens and then react. McPherson
stated that in sports, in theater, in the
classroom, and in life, people must “drill
the little things because there is no time
to stop and think when something bad
happens. You just react!” People must
have “honest, graphic, and sustained
conversations” about uncomfortable
topics so that when something bad does
happen, society is prepared to meet it.
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McPherson writes stereotypical qualities given to men while talking to PC students.

McPherson asked for the help of PC
students, stating that the leadership,
voices, and perspectives of young
people are needed to facilitate these
conversations. In particular, he spoke
about the role that men play, or rather
do not play, in violence against women.
Calling domestic violence a women's
issue, makes men believe it is “not
their problem;” however, McPherson
countered, domestic violence is a men's
issue that men must address.
He then spoke about the power of
language to help or to hurt. He gave
examples of what a man “should” be:
tough, smart, strong, and a leader. If
men deviate from these characteristics,
there are words such as “gay” that
will push men back inside the narrow
box of gender roles. Language has the
power to emasculate men and degrade
women, but it also has the power to foster
communication. McPherson remarked
how “these conversations are happening
more and more on college campuses,”
and whether one agrees or disagrees,
the important thing is to be a part of the
conversation in a loving and respectful
way.
PC men’s and women’s varsity and
club sports attended the event, as well as
many of the College's students, faculty,
and staff. The event was sponsored by
the Division of Student Affairs and the
Athletics Department.
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California’s Drought

Bursting

the PC Bubble
by David Toro ’16
News Staff

Facing its fourth year, California’s drought is becoming an alarming
problem. NASA water scientists predict that reservoir water will be gone
in a year’s time. As a result of the drought, home lawns are being replaced
with artificial grass to prevent water usage. Additionally, ornamental plants
along roads are not to be watered. The extreme dryness of California has led
to wildfires burning large areas in the past. Scientists and researchers are
concerned mainly with what would happen if the drought goes on for two
more years. Governor Jerry Brown announced a 25 percent reduction in water
usage to battle against the drought.

Man Commits Suicide Outside the Capitol

One Year Since #Bringbackourgirls
One full year has passed since Boko Haram, an Islamist terrorist
movement based in northeast Nigeria, kidnapped 219 girls. Since the
kidnapping, several people have reported to have seen the girls. Allegedly,
they are well and healthy. Upon kidnapping, Boko Haram converted the
girls to Islam and married them off. As a result, Boko Haram claims the girls
are now top priority.

Right around the corner from the tax deadline of April 15, a man in
Washington, D.C. killed himself last Sunday, April 12 allegedly to protest
against the tax code. People in the surrounding area have reported that he
was holding a sign that read “Tax the 1 Percent.” The U.S. Capitol Building
entered a lockdown for the time being until police cleared the area and any
other threat was dismissed. The man carried no identification.

Greece on the Brink of Default
Greece has to pay €7.2 billion by April 24. If Greece fails to pay then
default becomes more likely. Negotiations with creditors are imminent at
this point but the deadline soon approaches. The current situation raises
many questions about Alexis Tsipras and his radical leftist government. A
Grexit might be possible (Greece exiting the Euro) but the consequences are
unknown as no country has left the Euro yet. The discussion remains: Why
and how did Greece ever implement the Euro?

Congress Updates

Club Spotlight: Elderly Outreach

by Marla Gagne ’18
News Staff

by George Copley ’16
Asst. News Editor

student congress

CLUB SPOTLIGHT

This week Congress discussed the school sponsored “Golf Par-tee” on
Smith Quad. Administration is concerned that there will be a low turn-out
despite the money spent on the event. Legislation was passed for the creation
of the new club, Love Your Melon, and there was support from the PC student
body for Excel classes to improve skills. Many students felt their Excel skills
were inadequate for internships and jobs. Congress discussed the possibility
of extending Ray hours. The proposal was met with mixed feedback;
some students feel early dining hours are better. Both the recognition of
Pre-Dental Society and the Entrepreneurship Society received positive
feedback from Congress. Finally, Congress voted on Outstanding Student,
Outstanding Student on Congress, and Outstanding Member of the Faculty
or Staff. Chosen students and faculty will be announced at the banquet.

Interested in giving back to your
community, meeting new people, and
even tie dying Easter eggs? If so, then
consider taking part in Providence
College’s Elderly Outreach Program, a
local service club that enables students
to give friendship and entertainment to
residents of local nursing homes.
Elderly Outreach works with
the nearby Capitol Ridge Assisted
Living Home located on Smith Street;
participants share a number of activities
with the patrons including making
crafts, playing games, and watching
performances. The organization meets
on Fridays at 2:45 p.m. in PC’s Chapel
Basement Library and walks the fiveminute distance to Capitol Ridge, where
they stay until 4p.m.
Ryan Bonomi ’16 has been involved
with the club for a few years now. “I
first got involved with Elderly Outreach

because I was looking for a new way
to do community service on campus,”
said Bonomi. He also shared how it
was a great way not only to meet new
people from PC but also to formulate
relationships with the residents of Capitol
Ridge; “they all have such interesting life
stories and they love to share them with
PC students,” said Bonomi.
Thus far, Ryan’s experience at
Capitol Ridge has included watching
the Irish Step Dancers perform, painting
birdhouses, tie dying Easter eggs, and,
“of course,” playing bingo.
So, if you’re looking for an opportunity
for community service and creating great
relationships with others, volunteer for
PC’s Elderly Outreach program. You can
contact Ryan Bonomi with any questions
at rbonomi@friars.providence.edu.
Additionally, contact John Fischer
’17 at jfischer@friars.providence.edu if
you are interested in helping out at the
Jeanne Jugan Center, a nursing home in
Pawtucket, on Saturdays from 10:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. Fischer is able to provide
transportation to and from the Center.
MORGAN PEKERA ’15/THE COWL

Updates:
Semester Delivery Total: 1,095 lbs.
Week Delivery Total: 168 lbs.
Ryan Bonomi ’16 (pictured above) welcomes new volunteers to get involved in Elderly Outreach.
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More Than Ruins

Texas A&M Brings a Fresh Perspective on Ancient Architecture
by Nicole Lania ’15
News Staff
LECTURE
Greece has roots in the beginnings of
civilization; current understandings of
Greek architecture and the culture do not
remain so entrenched in the past. Kevin
Glowacki, a professor of architecture at
Texas A&M University, gave a lecture to
a full Ruane 105 on Wednesday, April 8.
He gave a lecture about the religious cults
surrounding the Athenian Acropolis.
The talk was part of a series of talks
sponsored by the Archaeological Institute
of America’s Narragansett Chapter.
Professor Thomas Strasser, a faculty
member in the Art History Department,
whose main areas of study are Bronze
Age Aegean Frescoes and Cretan
prehistoric anthropology, is a member
of the Archaeological Institute. He has
been working to include Providence
College in the series of talks they sponsor
throughout the year.
This event was also made possible by
the following departments and student
organizations who sponsored the event
financially: Liberal Arts Honors Program,
Development of Western Civilization,
Art and Art History Department, History
Department, and the Classics Society.
Glowacki, the evening’s presenter,
is a prolific author, two time Fulbright
recipient, and a graduate of Bryn Mawr’s
doctoral program in archaeology. In 2001,
he received an Archaeological Institute of
America award. In his hour-long talk he

guided listeners through the intricacies
presented by the Athenian Acropolis and
Agora.
The main focus of this presentation
was a particular sacred area, the
Pelargikon. No scholar is entirely sure
of the exact location of this sacred site,
however, Glowacki presents a compelling
conjecture. The central argument of his
thesis posits the following dictum; he
said, “Archaeology of cults is material
evidence for behaviors.” In other words,
the tangible remains of this ancient
culture can suggest certain behaviors of
the people, when contextualized with
written records and other critical material.
Glowacki asked the audience what
the big three locations to visit on the
Athenian Acropolis were. The answers
were: the Parthenon, the Erechtheion, and
the Temple to Athena Nike, in addition
to the Agora or main city square, which
he espoused as a must-see locale for the
American traveller in Athens. The Agora
is the location of the earliest forms of
democracy.
The Acropolis, or the fortified hill
on which the Parthenon sits is replete
with religious cult-worship during the
Classical and Hellenistic Eras. The hill
has records of temples or other worship
sites to the following deities: Kore &
Demeter, Dionysus, Asklepios, Nymphe,
Aphrodite Pandemos, Apollo & Pan, and
Aphrodite & Eros. With this massive
amount of worship, it seems hard to
believe that a certain temple could have
completely escaped the imaginations of a
people.

The Pelargikion, despite not having
a specifically denoted location, has been
written about quite a bit in the historical
record. Herodotus wrote about this
location being a place where a besieged
royal family in Athens was able to survive
the war, meaning that this location both
had a water supply and was defensible.
Later, Glowacki noted that Thucydides
had also written about this location circa
431 B.C. The Pelargikion was occupied
during the Pelopennisian War and
was no longer defensible. This location
most certainly existed and the question
remains, where?
The best conjecture can be made based
on a model asserting that behavior has
correlates to cult (i.e. religious) activity.
On the south slope of the Acropolis there

are two natural springs and a number
of boundary stones. Near this location
was found a stone inscribed with a stork.
The Italian word for stork is pelargros.
With this find in this location, it can
be conjectured that this location had
something to do with the Pelargikion.
This conjecture is firmed up in the context
of cult activity likely occurring near this
location, such as: sacrifice, food offerings,
investment of wealth, and physical
devices. With these means in the context
of cult activity, this seems a distinct
possibility.
Despite the ancient subject matter,
Glowacki presented a shiny, glowing,
new perspective on an often-overlooked
topic.
PHOTO COURTESY OF DR. THOMAS STRASSER

Professor Kevin Glowakci talks about Greek Culture and Art.

Mental Health Awareness Week
First Event Educates the PC Community
MORGAN PEKERA ’15/THE COWL

by Sabrina Guilbeault ’18
News Staff
ON CAMPUS
This week, Residence Life at
Providence College has initiated
Mental Health Awareness Week as
a way to educate and advocate for
mental health awareness. Grace Stover,
Raymond Hall director and graduate
student at Providence College, was
one of the voices to initiate the week.
“When I talked to more people,
everyone seemed excited about this,”
she said.
Dr. James Campbell, director of
personal counseling at the College,
mentioned the Personal Counseling
Center has assisted and collaborated
with Residence Life and the student
group Active Minds for the event.
“We’ve been supporting this and we
are thrilled with the interest in mental
health education and awareness,” he
said.
Already this week, there have been
multiple events on campus involving
mental health awareness. On Tuesday,
members of the National Alliance on
Mental Health Awareness came to
speak at McPhail’s addressing living
well with mental illnesses such as
depression, bipolar disorder, and
schizophrenia. There was a good
turnout.
Wednesday night on Slavin Lawn a
suicide vigil took place to honor and
represent the 1,100 college students
who take their own lives each year.
Stover stressed the importance of
this event, and explained that being a
Catholic institution, it is a good way

Father James Cuddy, O.P, ’98 addresses students gathered for a Mental Health Week’s suicide vigil.

to gather in prayer and remembrance.
“It is an opportunity for us to be a
community to gather and remember
the people we lose to suicide,” she said.
In the coming days other events
will take place, like a coffee house in
the Aquinas lounge tonight, Thursday,
April 15, at 7 p.m., Fresh Check Day on
Slavin Lawn from 12 p.m. ot 3 p.m. on
Friday, and the Out of the Darkness
Suicide Prevention Walk at 2 p.m. on
Saturday.
Dr. Campbell expressed his interest
in Fresh Check Day. At this event, tables
and booths will be set up throughout
the lawn in a fair-like atmosphere
with music, food, and prizes. Students
can stop by the booth and talk to a
counselor while also taking screening
tests if they so choose. He stressed
that these tests are not diagnostic. “By
taking a screening and getting positive
results, it just means you should have
further assessments,” Dr. Campbell
said.
The idea behind Fresh Check Day
is to literally “check in” with college
students. The interactive fair will raise
awareness while also explaining good

positive coping skills and promoting
resources on campus. Students will
be reminded to breathe, sleep well,
visit friends, relax, and make time for
yourself.
The student group Active Minds
is also taking a role in the week.
“Active Minds was so thrilled when
we were approached to take part in
Mental Health Awareness Week,” said
Cassandra Caggiano ’18, a member of
the group. “We are all so passionate
to ending the stigma against mental
illness on our campus.” Active minds
will have a booth at Fresh Check Day
called “Positivity To-Go.”
The biggest goal in having Mental
Health Awareness Week is to promote
awareness. “The reason for having this
event is for our college community
so students can feel supported,”
said Stover. “This week is for them.
They can become aware of the many
resources on campus and know we are
looking out for their best interest.”
“This week can create a greater sense
of normalizing mental health issues,”
said Dr. Campbell. “It is great that
efforts are being taken to make these

topics more approachable.” He went
on to explain that we are fortunate that
today we live in a time where most
mental health issues are treatable and
it’s sad to see people struggle when we
can all take a role in helping them.
Active Minds wants to continue this
conversation well beyond awareness
week. “The most important part of
our message is to let students know
they are not alone,” said Caggiano.
She compared our roles as people as
a basketball team. “If you’re playing
a game of basketball, chances are at
least one person on your team has
a mental health issue. It may not be
you personally, but when you are
on a team, the well-being of all your
teammates is crucial for the team to
function properly.”
Caggiano went on to explain that
students can get more involved in
the club by attending meetings or
attending the many events that they
will put on in the future. “We can
end the stigma together and if you’re
struggling with a mental health issue,
don’t be afraid to speak up,” she said.
“It’s our responsibility as a part of the
Friar Family to look out for each other.
Be the friend that someone needs
because you never know how much
you can mean to someone!”
All in all, the week is bound to be
a success and the Personal Counseling
Center and Residence Life are thrilled
to see the amount of students who have
worked to make this week a success.
“Our hope is that this becomes an
annual thing,” said Stover. “Different
departments can be responsible for a
day and we can grow in the direction
our community needs.”
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Emily Kennedy ’15 and Vince Whalen ’15 Receive Prestigious Scholarship
by Sabrina Guilbeault ’18
News Staff
STUDENTS
Two Providence College students
recently earned prestigious honors.
Emily Kennedy ’15 and Vince Whalen
’15 received Fulbright Scholarships
this year. According to the Fulbright
website,
the
distinctive
award
“sponsors U.S. and foreign participants
for exchanges in all areas of endeavor,
including the sciences, business,
academic, public service, government,
and the arts and continues to increase
mutual understanding between the
people of the United States and the
people of other countries.”
This
Fulbright
Scholarship
Program is a program of the United
States Department of State Bureau
of Educational and Cultural Affairs,
named after its founder, Senator J.
William Fulbright.
Both Kennedy and Whalen are
distinguished members of the College
and are worthy recipients. Kennedy
is a four-year member of the swim
team, president of SEAC (Student
Environmental Action Coalition) and
is a founding member of the Think
Outside the Bottle campaign on
campus. She was also a part of the Cowl
World section until the fall of her junior
year. Whalen is currently the treasurer
of BOP, a Senior Admission Fellow,
and an Admission Ambassador.
Kennedy is from Tallahassee, Florida,
and is a global studies major with
minors in Spanish, Latin American
studies, and political science. Whalen’s
hometown is Eatontown, New Jersey,
and she is a double major in Spanish
and economics.

“My experience with Fulbright goes
back to high school, where I had a
history teacher who had received
two Fulbright grants in her career.
She told me all about the program and
strongly encouraged me to apply from
the time I was a freshman at PC,” said
Whalen. “When I got back from study
abroad in spring 2014, I knew going
abroad was something I had to do
again, and Fulbright was at the top of
the list.”
Whalen explained that by the middle
of last summer, he decided that an
English Teaching Assistant (ETA) grant
in Spain was the right fit for him since
he really wanted to return to Europe
and try his hand at teaching, all while
applying the language he had studied
for so many years. He credits his high
school teacher, Dr. Darra Mulderry,
Honors Program Fellowships Adviser,
and Dr. John Margenot (Spanish),
PC’s Campus Fulbright Adviser, for
their guidance during the application
process.

“The reason I applied for
the Fulbright was because of the
inspiration and passion I felt for
Argentina after my semester abroad
in the spring of my junior year,” said
Kennedy. “I studied in Buenos Aires
for four months and, as part of my
program, our final month was devoted
to an independent research project.”
During that month, Kennedy
worked with people in the city of
Claypole, an hour outside the city
of Buenos Aires, and investigated a
social movement that had formed to
protest their access to clean water. “In
parts of Claypole, the sewage system
is inadequate and unsafe, leading to
water contamination,” she explained.
“Many homes in the community do
not have something that is basic for
most developed communities like
water pipelines with access to clean
water.”
Traveling and studying abroad
has been a part of both seniors’ lives.
Whalen, for example, has traveled to
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Kennedy ’15 (picture on left) and Whalen ’15 (on right) are recipients of Fulbright Scholarships.

Accounting Students
Community Outreach
by Elizabeth Nako ’15
News Co-Editor
OFF CAMPUS
Last Saturday many students
remarked how it finally felt like spring.
It was a beautiful day not only to
welcome prospective PC students to
the school or lounge on the Aquinas
quad, but also a nice day for students to
perform community service. And this
is exactly what accounting students
did.
Pricewaterhouse-Coopers and the
Accounting Association at PC cosponsored the fifth annual Community
Service event this past Saturday at St.
Mary’s Home for Children in North
Providence. Both students and alumni
participated in this day by giving back
to the community.
Megan Cavazuti ’15, Accounting
Association board member, described
how “over the past four months we
have been planning this event with the
PwC recruiter from the Boston office
and a PC alum and PwC partner John
Formica [’81].” Formica, along with 60
undergraduate and graduate students,
two professors, and close to 20 alumni
participated.
The day of community service
started bright and early at 8 a.m. on
Saturday morning. The students stayed
until 2 p.m. doing various up-keeping
of the grounds. Some of the tasks
involved fixing bikes, raking leaves,
landscaping, painting dormitories, and

staining a deck.
Many donations were made to the
St. Mary’s Home. Big Tony’s, Jersey
Mike’s, and Dunkin’ Donuts all
donated food, Apache Mills donated
$500, and the PC Athletic Department
donated various sports memorabilia
that will be auctioned off at a St. Mary’s
fundraiser later this year. In addition,
Walmart donated a bike to St. Mary’s
and both the Accounting Association
and PwC each donated an additional
two bikes for the children at St. Mary’s.
Finally, this event was an
opportunity for students to network
with alumni. Students were able
to learn about alumni’s accounting
experiences out in the work force.
Cavazuti said, “It was a beautiful day
and everyone was really enthusiastic
about the event!”

Italy and Spain with his high school
for one-week trips, went on a spring
break trip to Barcelona with the honors
program in 2012, and studied abroad
in Copenhagen, Denmark, during the
fall 2013 semester.
Kennedy
studied
abroad
in
Argentina last spring. She also went to
Nicaragua during two spring breaks
to learn about the differences between
free and fair trade coffee and spent a
month in Costa Rica the summer after
her sophomore year, taking Spanish
classes and exploring. “I also have
traveled to parts of Europe, but mainly
my educational focus seems to be in
Latin America,” she said.
“I chose Spain because I’ve devoted
a lot of years to the language and
studying Spain’s diverse history,” said
Whalen, who started studying Spanish
in the first grade. “I wanted to go back
and immerse myself in the language for
a long period of time, so Fulbright was
the best opportunity for me to have the
Spain experience I’ve always wanted.”
“My Fulbright is a research grant
that allows me to spend nine months
in Buenos Aires studying the social
movement and water access issues
in Claypole,” said Kennedy. “My
research will analyze the social
movement that began in Claypole.”
She explained she plans on exploring
what has worked, what hasn’t worked,
and what more needs to be done.
Whalen emphasized the importance
of studying a second language while
in college especially since it can be
applied to multiple fields and is overall
a rewarding experience. “Foreign
language can be applied in any field,
and having two Fulbright winners
in the senior class is a great example
of how far language studies can take
you.”

What I Be
Photo Project

four months and how it was very
easy to convince him to come to a
small school like PC. In addition, the
ON CAMPUS
administration was very open to the
idea of having him.
Sorila and Cormier have both
The What I Be project by Steve
Rosenfield is a nationally recognized been pleased with student interest
photo project that focuses on “building and participation in Rosenfield’s
security through insecurities” as its project. Cormier said, “It has been
campaign message. On Monday, really awesome knowing that people
Tuesday, and Wednesday, the BOP are benefitting from this event, that
Diversity Committee brought Rosenfield people feel good about themselves
to campus to photograph students who after participating. This project
really goes to show that each person
wished to participate in his project.
Hannah Sorila ’17 discussed how she is struggling with their own battle,
first became interested a year ago when maybe something you know nothing
she came across the What I Be project on about. It is important to accept and
Facebook. “One of my friends had liked appreciate everyone for who they are
one of the pictures and it showed up on and that these insecurities and battles
my newsfeed. I was at a loss for words do not define them.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
and I immediately began to follow Steve
Faith Krefft ’17 participates in the photo project.
Rosenfield’s work.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF STEVE ROSENFIELD
Sorila then approached the BOP
Diversity Committee last semester to
bring this photo project to campus.
Ariel Cormier ’16, member of the BOP
Diversity Committee, stated, “After
doing some research on the Project and
Steve Rosenfield, I thought that it would
be something the Providence College
student body could really benefit from. I
think we can agree that PC students are
not likely to be vulnerable about their
insecurities and this project showed the
campus that we all have things that we
worry about, we are not all perfect.”
Cormier described how she has been
Kristin Michaels ’16 poses with one of the bikes. working with Rosenfield for the last
by Elizabeth Nako ’15
News Co-Editor
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Science Students Seek Innovation

Campus Transformation Overlooks Outdated Science Buildings
by Brianna Abbott ’17
Opinion Staff
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

I will admit it—the Campus
Transformation Project does look
beautiful. In the flyover video released
on March 25, 2015, there are new
paths, new monuments, and new
sports arenas.
There are also tens of white,
indistinct blobs, the current academic
buildings and dormitories that the
College did not even bother to fully
animate. Though most of those
buildings are beautiful, Albertus
Magnus Hall, home to PC’s science
programs, stands square, short, and
ugly. The sciences at PC deserve more
than fluorescent lights and high school
hallways, and it’s atrocious that Al
Mag has been completely overlooked
in these new renovations.
Al Mag was built in 1948 as one of
the very first buildings on campus, and
it has seen little to no improvements
since then. Yes, there are other
buildings on campus that also deserve
attention, but Al Mag is the oldest
of the bunch. Science itself is about
progress and innovation; horribly
ironic that our building housing minds
set on the future is stuck in the past.
When Al Mag was built, the world still
did not know the structure of DNA.
Even though the College does a
sufficient job of keeping the equipment
updated, most of the money for
the new technology comes from
alumni donations rather than money
allocated by the College itself. Though
the sciences don’t bring in as much
money as athletics, they still receive

hefty donations, such as the money
used for the Walsh Student Research
Fellowships, demonstrating the success
of the science majors.
And the science majors at PC are
successful. The graduates are spread
out across the country at University
of California, Berkeley, Brown,
Princeton, Yale—and that’s just from
the Chemistry Department.
“I think that Providence should be
more concerned with Al Mag because
the science students, especially
biology, take up a large portion of
the population, especially within the
Honors Program. Sowa and Hickey are
both very nice buildings, and Al Mag
should at least be up to that caliber,”
says chemistry major Sean Goralski
’17.
We’re not asking for a lot. We don’t
want a billion dollar building made
of chrome; we just want an inside
that doesn’t look like a haunted high
school. We’re not asking to scrap the
entire renovation and focus solely on
Al Mag; we just want a small piece of
the excitement. New walkways are a
nice, good way to attract students, but
when those students actually come to
the school, they deserve real, top-notch
academic buildings rather than a new
basketball court that they’ll only be
able to use for three months out of the
year. Science is year round.
Ruane, the centerpiece of the
humanities, stands tall, beautiful, and
majestic directly next to its squat old
uncle Al Mag. Science students look
out the windows and see the gleaming
representation of how much PC values
the humanities. Meanwhile, they’ll
walk into the hallway of a building that
hasn’t seen any love since it was born.
I think that the science majors deserve
more than that.

JACQUELYN KELLEY ’17/THE COWL

Being Busy Is Not a Bad Thing
by Sarah Kelley ’18
Opinion Staff
LIFESTYLE
As the school year comes to an end, there’s not a
doubt in anyone’s mind that these last few weeks will
be hectic. From planning for next semester’s classes,
to finding summer jobs and internships, to studying
for finals, it’s going to be hard to find time for the
important things in life (i.e. figuring out what to wear
to Golf Party). But when asking how someone is or
what’s up, lately it seems as though more and more
students, friends, and professors revert back to the
overused phrase, “I’m busy.” Yet in reality, when we
say, “I’m busy,” we’re not actually saying much of
anything at all. “I’m busy” is, in many ways, just an
easy way to disconnect yourself from those around
you, and we would all be much better off avoiding
this expression in our every day speech.
First of all, when someone asks, “How are you?”
or “What are you up to?,” the response, “I’m busy”
does not truly answer the question. Busy is not an
emotional state or a true description of how you’re
really feeling, but rather a quick and easy way to avoid
answering a question. Even if you are preoccupied
and stressed out with other things, “busy” does
not explain what’s actually going on in your life. If

you’re busy, then you’re busy doing something. It is
much better and healthier to acknowledge what it is
you are so busy doing, (both the good and the bad)
than to group it all under the negatively connoted
phase “I’m busy.”Furthermore, when someone says,
“I’m busy,” he or she discounts the fact that most
other people are also usually busy doing something
with their lives. In this sense, when using this phrase
you are to some extent downplaying the various
important things other people have to do and the
possibility that they may not have ample time to do
everything they want to do, either.
Finally, when saying “I’m busy,”
people often forget
that
they

u
B

usually choose to do everything in life that makes
them busy in the first place. Being busy is not a bad
thing; it is a decision that can lead to great things.
Some of the most productive, happy people in life
are also the busiest. In order to avoid the disconnect,
stress, and anxiety accompanied with having a lot to
do, we should stop saying, “I’m busy,” and instead
embrace the fact that everybody is always busy
doing something.

!
y
s
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NCAA Game Atmosphere Should Be More Fan-Friendly
by Wesley Trask ’16
Opinion Staff
COLLEGE SPORTS

The Frozen Four is an amazing event that any
hockey fan should experience at least once. Even
better if your favorite team is playing in it, and even
better if said team wins the whole thing. It’s the best
four (for the most part) college hockey teams in the
nation, playing in the three biggest games of the year.
The NCAA, for all of its many, many (many) faults,
does a great job creating a multi-day atmosphere of
fun and excitement. There are many aspects of the
event which the organizers included to great success,
and should retain for future incarnations, while
many others should not have ever been dreamt up,
let alone included.
Perhaps the greatest aspect of the Frozen Four was
the location. Boston, once a mainstay of the hockey
championships, had not hosted since 2004. For one
of the largest hockey markets in the world, and the
location of three (well, two and a half) storied college
hockey programs, along with another 13 within an
hour and a half drive, you don’t need a strong liberal
arts education to expect a lot of interest in the event.
As recent Frozen Fours in places like Pittsburgh and
Philadelphia have struggled to draw significant
interest, it stands to reason that there should be more
Boston and Minnesota championships and less in
places without college hockey interest, like 2017’s

host Chicago. At least next year’s location, Tampa,
is going to draw interest since people, especially
those unfortunate ones in places like Minnesota,
Michigan, and North Dakota, would love to go to
Florida for a few days. Just who wants to see scenic
Chicago in April, anyway? Even the site of the 2000
championship, beautiful Providence, Rhode Island,
is a better destination than Columbus, Milwaukee, St.
Louis, Detroit, or many of the other failed hosts the
NCAA has tried in recent years.
Still, it helps that three of the four teams in this
year’s championship were big draws. BU and PC
got to play in their own neighborhood, while North
Dakota always has a strong following (any excuse
to get out of North Dakota). Perhaps, and I’m just
spitballing here, the NCAA should start trying to
“influence” the earlier tournament games to bring in
a field of teams that will maximize attendance. Bonus
points if one of those teams is BU, BC, or Minnesota,
which every neutral fan loves to see fail.
All kidding aside, the NCAA says that it cares
about creating the “atmosphere” the student-athletes
“deserve” (as it kept reminding those in attendance
of how it truly, cross their hearts, cared only about
the players’ experience and well-being, rather
than the money raised from the $300 tickets). The
NCAA, however, could improve the atmosphere for
student fans at Frozen Four, and indeed every of its
other tournaments, by selling alcohol at its events.
Considering its already checkered reputation, the
NCAA couldn’t possibly hurt its image by selling

alcohol during the tournaments, considering the
TD Garden already does for college hockey games
during the Hockey East Tournament and Beanpot,
while the Dunk does for Friar basketball games. It’s
not like people aren’t going to drink if it isn’t sold in
the arena; you should have seen the North Dakotans
on Thursday night before their game even started
(seriously, what else is one to do in North Dakota?
I’m genuinely asking). If they just sold a few $7 beers,
perhaps those ticket prices wouldn’t need to exceed
$300, eh?
No matter the locale, teams, or questionable
policies, the charm of the Frozen Four lay within
the small things. The light show implemented at the
Garden used when the teams hit the ice and scored
goals was a great touch, one which should be a part
of all future tournaments. The Fan Fest held outside
was great too, as fans got to mingle with their friends
(and enemies. Looking at you Rhett the Boston
Terrier.) before the games, while experiencing the
schools’ bands and cheerleaders which they likely
have never had a chance to see before. (Side note:
hockey cheerleaders? Yes please. As fun as having
our cheerleaders and dance team at hockey games is,
why are skating cheerleaders only a western hockey
thing?) The atmosphere was electric, the games were
intense, and the experience was one of my favorite
hockey-related memories ever. Of course, it didn’t
hurt that the good guys won.
PHOTO COURTESY OF NCAA.ORG

PC Should Boycott the
We Leave Behind Digital
Renaissance Hotel
Footprints In Our Career Paths
by Christina Moazed ’15
Opinion Staff
CAREERS
by Cedric de Leon, Ph.D.
Guest Opinion
ETHICS
Providence College should boycott
the Renaissance Hotel in Providence.
The owner of the hotel, The Procaccianti
Group (TPG), engages in employment
practices that are inconsistent with
Catholic social teaching.
On March 26, 2013, a majority of
workers at the Renaissance Hotel
presented their hotel manager with
a petition requesting a fair process to
decide on unionization. The workers
face sub-living-wage levels, grueling
workloads, and deep disrespect from
management. So far TPG has refused
to grant employees a fair process.
Instead, it has mounted an aggressive
anti-union campaign. In December
2013, the hotel workers decided to take
the brave step of calling for a boycott
of the hotel.
Meanwhile,
the
Renaissance
Hotel has been the subject of two
federal enforcement actions in the
past two years. In October 2013,
the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) cited TPG for
workplace violations, which resulted
in a settlement to pay $8,000 in fines. A
few months later, the General Counsel
of the National Labor Relations Board
issued a complaint against TPG
for multiple Unfair Labor Practices
including “interrogating employees
about their union activities” on
multiple occasions. To avoid a trial,
the hotel finally entered a consent
agreement last year, requiring federal
government notices to be read
and posted throughout the hotel.
However, the hotel refused to admit
any responsibility for unlawful actions
in either case, which makes its future
promises seem hollow to its workers.
This anti-union campaign is not
consistent with the Catholic values
of Providence College. Indeed, that is
PHOTO COURTESY OF GOGOBOT.COM

exactly why PC is a member, together
with Notre Dame and other Roman
Catholic schools, of the Worker Rights
Consortium (WRC). Several years ago
we made a decision as a community that
we would not sell sweatshop apparel
in the college bookstore. Despite all
of this, the administration has been
resistant to joining the boycott.
Now, some might say that the
workers should spend more time in
dialogue with the employer and come
to a reasonable agreement without
resorting to drastic actions like a
boycott. However, the workers have
already done everything in their power
to achieve justice from their employer.
They have been organizing to no avail
since early 2013.
The only action that will bring
the employer to the table is economic
pressure. We are not asking PC to
pull the College’s business entirely,
but rather to withhold it until such
time as the labor dispute is resolved.
Already other organizations have
agreed to take action. For example,
Brown University's events services and
purchasing department will not use
the hotel until the dispute is resolved;
Brown also provides information to
visitors about the conditions at the
hotel so that they can make informed
decisions about hotel options. PC
should do the same in advance of their
next scheduled function at the hotel,
which is Reunion Weekend, May 2931. There are plenty of hotel options
in Providence for our alumni—the
Renaissance should not be one of them.
Cedric de Leon is associate professor of
sociology at Providence College and author
of The Origins of Right to Work, which
is forthcoming May 1, 2015 from Cornell
University Press.

Today, college graduates are the first generation to have their every career
move followed under a magnifying glass. We may not realize it, but we were
born with a digital footprint. And every decision we make will follow us like a
shadow in the dark.
Our parents relished the freedom to try, succeed, tread water, and fail in
private. Nowadays, on the other hand, graduates have to face challenges and
drift into the real world, potentially with hundreds of heads turning on our
every recorded move. LinkedIn profiles to update, news reporters to answer,
and search engine results to monitor.
In our day and age, Hollywood stars and musicians don’t dominate the public
eye anymore. We’re all famous, in a way, and it’s our decisions that dominate the
news. I strongly support the validity of merit and the power of the individual to
be accountable for his or her own self-worth. You learn as much as you put in
front of your eyes to read. And now, with every new search engine optimization
update and additional LinkedIn feature, this is our time to push ideas forward
and have our influential decisions be exposed.
When merit dominates in society, and every step is traced on a public record,
values of hard work and resilience will rise to the top. In theory, this constant
flow of information will require our generation to swiftly filter out the junk from
excellence and get on with our lives.
Unsurprisingly, 80 percent of employers will google applicants before
extending an invitation to come in for an interview, as reported by Huffington
Post. Companies literally divide up applicants based on their online reputation,
before even speaking with them.
The power of online information now dictates how you will be classified and
treated, before even having the ability to exchange an email or converse over the
phone. In fact, research shows that it takes merely 100 milliseconds for someone
to draw conclusions about who you are from a single picture, according to
PhotoFeeler. Select those Twitter profile pictures wisely, kids.
Now, depending on how common your name is, some individuals will benefit
from the online world more than others. The website, howmanyofme.com, will
reveal how many people in the U.S. have your name, and thus reveal the accuracy
of relevant search results.
We are intricately connected with the online versions of ourselves, and have
subconsciously succumbed to these digital identities. It is my presumption that
social media has encouraged the behavioral tendency for individuals to smile for
more photos than ever before in the history of human civilization.
Following graduation in a few weeks, seniors will have scarce opportunity to
maneuver through the world without the public eye noticing the ups and downs
we’ve accumulated along the ride.
But as we approach adulthood, can this shared world dominated by the
successes and failures of our peers push our generation to become more forgiving
and less critical?
Our digital generation is evolving into a more tolerant society comprised of
individuals who are unfazed by external judgments. As we take a leap of faith
into the real world, we must recognize that being dissolved in something whole
and great is worth the chance. And leave it to our online reputation to keep us on
our tippy toes. Wiz Khalifa oh-so-eloquently once said, “All you got is your name
and your word so never break it.”
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We Must Heal Together
by Mason Sciotti ’15
Editor-in-Chief
EDITOR’S COLUMN
Unfortunately, it only takes a second. I was standing on
my porch on Radcliffe Avenue watching the mass of students
congregate on Pembroke Avenue, as thrilled as everyone else.
The first tongues of the fire started to catch, and you know
what? It was completely fine.
Students were happy and excited, the local police officers
and fire department had no problem with it, and I was smiling
from my porch at how amazing this moment was. Sure, there
was a fire, which some may deem not alright, but in reality it
was controlled and enjoyable; the minute the fire got too large,
the fire truck pulled up and the students dispersed peacefully
(albeit loudly). It was an amazing moment for Providence
College and for the entire city.
Unfortunately, it only takes a second. We all know the
story. Someone threw a 1.5L empty vodka bottle that hit a
police officer, and he had to get 20 stitches in his head; the
pictures of him in the ambulance are below. The officer has
a wife and a daughter. He came home to his daughter asking
“Daddy, what happened?” and he had to say that he fell, not
knowing how to explain to his young daughter that someone
had thrown a liquor bottle at him. He will be scarred for life.
I wrote an editorial a while back about fall semester’s Golf
Party saying that we all anticipated the news to report on us,
perhaps worse than we believe is warranted. None of us were
surprised when it happened again; we became the unruly
mob that started a fire and injured an officer. The nightly
news was not about the hockey team’s championship, but
about the injured officer.
There is something that the Providence College population
needs to understand: no one is angry about the fire. Sure, city
residents may call in and call us all hooligans, but the officials
at the scene clearly had no problem with a little celebration.
There is something else that the Providence College population
needs to understand: the bottle is a big deal. An enormously
huge deal; it is assault with a deadly weapon. Those of us
getting outraged about “a little fun” are truly in the wrong,
and this is coming from a fellow student. By saying that the
ongoing investigation and rumors of increased police force at
Golf Party are unwarranted and ridiculous are truly no better
than whomever it was that threw the bottle. I’m sorry to say
that to you, but it’s true.
Saturday night was a night of numbers: our first national
championship, 30 years since getting to the finals, 20 stitches
for an officer, and a 10 year statute of limitations; that means
that if the police force finds the culprit within the next nine
years and 360 days, they can and will be arrested. They
promise that they aren’t going to stop looking, and we need
to take that seriously.
I am, however, first and foremost a student, and one that
lives off campus at that. I understand the student outrage at
the increased police force and feeling of surveillance in the
neighborhood; I was nearly issued a $350 ticket when pulling

into my own driveway. We feel that we aren’t being treated
with respect; the actions of one utterly stupid individual
do not represent the entire community. We know that we
respect the individuals that keep our community safe, but
we feel as though our respect has been taken away from
us unjustly.
They feel the same way. One of their own was hurt, and
they are outraged and hurt by the thought that someone
in the community they keep safe could contemplate doing
such a thing. They feel that we’ve all lost respect for them.
We are clearly at a crossroads, but the truth is that the
onus is on us. Is it fair? Who knows, and in truth, it doesn’t
matter.
There is a petition going around campus to the officer,
hoping that he understands that we condemn the actions
of whoever threw the bottle as much as the police and the
college do. In a situation like this, however, words don’t
mean much. We need to act.
We must heal together, and it’s up to us to start the
process. If any of us have information about whoever
threw the bottle, we need to come forward, anonymously
if necessary. I understand and the College understands
and the police understand that it was most likely not
intentionally aimed at the officer, but no one can be sure
until they know who it was and speak with them. Some
of you may know who it is but are afraid to come forward
in fear of seriously hurting your friend. I’m going to be
very honest: the minute the bottle was thrown, they ceased
to be your friend. Even if it was not aimed at an officer,
who in their right mind would think that throwing a glass
bottle into a huge crowd of people was a cool thing to do?
We’re honestly lucky that no one was killed.
We must heal together, and it starts with us. Many of us
feel angry about the rumors of Golf Party this weekend,
but if you truly want to show that you condemn the
actions of whoever threw the bottle, I ask you this: please,
please don’t give anyone any reason to believe that we are
what we’ve been labeled as. Don’t be destructive, don’t be
belligerent, and don’t be aggressive. If necessary, don’t go,
and don’t host the event. Golf Party may be an unofficial
tradition for PC, but showing solidarity with a member of
our community—and a member that keeps us all safe—
is far more important than getting drunk at 11 a.m. and
dressing up. Our actions this weekend and for the weeks
to come will speak more loudly than any petition, apology,
or Facebook condemnation will, and they will speak for us
and for the students to come for a very long time.
We must heal together. We feel hurt that we’re being
lumped into the same category as someone that would
hurt an officer, that we can be accosted on private property
for what we believe to be innocent actions thanks to a
subsection of a local bill. The truth is that until we act like
we’re better than this, it will be all we are and all we are
seen as. Right or wrong, good or bad, this is the way things
are, and acting to make it better goes further than being
angry about it. We must heal together, and it starts with
us.

Accuracy Watch

The Cowl is committed to accuracy and
carefully checks every article that goes into print
to ensure that the facts are presented clearly and
truthfully. If you find an error in any article,
please email the Editor-in-Chief at thecowl@
providence.edu. Corrections will be printed as
necessary.

Advertising
Contact The Cowl with advertising requests
and questions at cowlads@providence.edu or,
if necessary, via telephone at 401-865-2214.
Visit www.thecowl.com/advertise for rates,
publication dates, and other information about
advertising with The Cowl.

Subscriptions
Subscription rate for a weekly issue by mail
is $100 per year. Send payment to The Cowl, 1
Cunningham Square, Providence, R.I. 02918;
make checks payable to The Cowl. Student
subscription is included in tuition fee; issues
are available around campus on Thursday
nights.

If you have any information, contact:
The Cowl is a proud member of
the Associated Collegiate Press.

Providence Police: 401-272-3121
Campus Security: 401-865-2391
(Anonymous) Silent Witness: providence.edu/safety/pages/silent-witness
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REGISTER FOR

SUMMER CLASSES AT PC
•

Online and on-campus courses

•

Accelerated one-, five-, and
ten-week terms

•

Only $963 a three-credit course
— more affordable than many
state schools

REGISTER NOW!
For approved courses, visit the Dean’s website.
To learn more, contact the
School of Continuing Education at
401.865.2487 or visit www.providence.edu/summer.

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
SCHOOL OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
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Photos Compiled by Morgan Pekera ’15, Photo Editor

TOP
LEFT:
Health
policy
management majors present to
peers and faculty about their HPM
related internships and research
projects from this academic year.
TOP RIGHT: Seniors line up
to buy tickets, corsages, and
rent tuxedos for their Class of
2015
Commencement
Week
celebrations.
MIDDLE LEFT: Honors students
and their mentors socialize and
enjoy ice cream.
MIDDLE RIGHT: PC Art Club
invites students to decorate and
personalize their very own tumblers
while enjoying tacos.
BOTTOM LEFT: Students head
outside to enjoy one of the first
sunny days this semester and
lounge on Slavin Lawn.
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spring concert?
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“Sam Smith.”
Hannah Sorila ’17, Mae Driscoll ’17,
and Skyler Carlin ’17

“A country fest at PC.”
Monica Riordan ’17, Victoria Garcia ’17,
and Allie Patrina ’17

“Dave Matthews Band.”
Bridget Isaacson ’16

“Smash Mouth.”
Joe Flynn ’15

“Dr. Dre, Snoop Dogg, and opening act Doodlebops.”

“Blake Shelton.”
Michelle Desjardins ’17 and Faith Krefft ’17

Sean Quinn ’18, Delfina Mancebo ’18,
Brad Meyer ’18, and John Trailor ’18

“Nelly.”
-Nelly
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New Shakespeare Play Believed Genuine
by Ryan Charland ’18
A&E Staff
LITERATURE
Nearly 400 years after his death, William Shakespeare is still proving to have
some surprises up his sleeve. The master playwright behind Romeo and Juliet, Macbeth,
Hamlet, and countless other pillars of English drama may have penned more works
than previously believed. While there have been numerous plays falsely attributed
to Shakespeare in the past, advances in analytical techniques are allowing modern
researchers to definitively conclude the authenticity of some disputed works. One
such piece, known as Double Falsehood, may soon be added to the Bard’s official
bibliography.
Lewis Theobald’s 1727 play Double Falsehood or The Distrest Lovers was claimed
by its author to have been reconstructed from three separate manuscripts of
one of Shakespeare’s lost “tragi-comedies,” The History of Cardenio. The
original plot is based upon a segment of Don Quixote involving the titular
character. It is unknown how much of the work was altered by Theobald
in his reconstruction. Theobald himself was a scholar of the Bard’s work, as
well as a collector of manuscripts. Upon its premiere, Double Falsehood was
criticized as an uninspired take on Shakespeare’s characteristic style. For the
past three centuries, the play had been mostly considered a fake until recent
analysis suggested otherwise.
Researchers at the University of Texas compared Double Falsehood with
numerous works by Shakespeare and Theobald alike, using a new type of software.
The program is able to construct a profile of an author’s bibliography based on shared
characteristics between pieces, and thus determine if an unknown work belongs
to that author. Previously, similar software was used to compare Shakespeare’s
writings with those of Christopher Marlowe and other suspected authors of
the Bard’s plays, allowing researchers to conclude that Shakespeare was
the authentic creator of the dramas that have been attributed to him.
The analytical software compares the use of different components of
grammar, as each author has a distinct “fingerprint” that can be seen
in the language of his or her work. Double Falsehood was found to be
too unique from Theobald’s other plays to have been composed
by him. However, its language and grammar is remarkably
similar to Shakespeare’s, matching his relaxed, humorous,
and sophisticated style. This has led the University of Texas
researchers to confirm Double Falsehood’s authenticity.
The confirmation of Double Falsehood’s authorship raises
numerous questions for researchers. How many other
authentic works have been written off as frauds? Textanalysis programs like the ones used in this study could
allow for the verification of countless works by authors
from the entire history of literature. Could there be more
lost Shakespearean plays, or perhaps undiscovered
pieces by Cervantes or Dante that have survived the
centuries?
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Spring Concert Draws Student Concerns
by Kealy Robertson ’16
A&E Staff
CAMPUS NEWS
This year, Providence
College planned to bring
Nelly—singer,
rapper,
songwriter, entrepreneur,
and occasional actor—to
perform for the student
body at the annual
spring concert. He began
his career in a hip-hop
group in the south called
St. Lunatics in 1993. In
1999, he signed with
Universal Records and
began his solo career
the following year. His
first album was Country
Grammar, and it remains
the number one album
of his career. Nelly has
produced a few hits that
every ’90s kid knows the
words to, such as “Hot in
Herre” and “Dilemma.”
He has produced with
a range of other artists
throughout his career,

including Kelly Rowland
and Justin Timberlake.
Not only has Nelly
produced top hits, but
his success has also been
proven with the three
Grammys he received in
2003 and 2004.
Choosing Nelly as
the main performer at
the spring concert was
an interesting choice,
considering he is not as
popular as he used to
be. However, students
have chosen to embrace
the College’s decision,
and everyone has been
excited to see how his
performance will go. This
past Saturday, however,
Nelly was arrested in
Tennessee after his bus
was pulled over and
illegal drugs and guns
were found. Students
are now questioning
if there will even be a
spring concert anymore.
Considering the charges,
it would make sense if

the College canceled
his performance, which
is scheduled for Friday
night. The Board of
Programmers (BOP) at
PC declined to comment
on the situation. An
update was released on
Wednesday that Panic!
At the Disco will perform
instead this Saturday at
8:30 p.m..
It is unfortunate that
Nelly’s
actions
this
past weekend could
have hindered an event
that brings the student
body together; whether
you are a freshman,
sophomore, junior, or
senior, it is a time when
students
can
enjoy
themselves on campus
in a positive and safe
environment. When you
ask
students
about
spring concerts from
the past, it is an event
reflected upon fondly.

PHOTO COURTESY OF fanspapers.com
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The Longest Ride
by Kelly Laske ’16
A&E Staff
FILM
The Longest Ride is your
typical Nicholas Sparksinspired movie, consisting
of forbidden love,
hardships, happiness,
tears, and drama. With
its questionable acting,
extreme
derivations
from the book, but good
casting and beautiful
cinematography, it is
debatable if The Longest
Ride lives up to the praise
given the novel.
The Longest Ride is a love
story about a vulnerable
couple’s discovery of an
old man trapped in a car
following a car crash,
leading to the couple’s
exposure to his reflection
of his past love with his
now-deceased wife Ruth.
As the old man reflects on
his love story, the young
couple begins to realize
that in order to love, they
will have to sacrifice.
Something that viewers
have simultaneously
agreed on is the casting
of Scott Eastwood as the
heartthrob cowboy who
constantly puts his life
at risk by competing in
bull riding events. Son of
the highly notable Clint
Eastwood, this is Scott’s
first leading role as an
actor, and girls nationwide
are swooning. On the
other hand, although
she turns heads for her
flawless looks and perfect
hair, it does not seem like
actress Britt Robertson
was ready for a movie of
this caliber. Her acting
did not seem natural, and
it was hard to shake that
feeling once you realized
that she was trying too
hard to act.
What should be praised
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about the movie is
its film locations and
cinematography. Filmed
partially at Wake Forest
University, viewers get
a look at the beautiful
campus when Luke goes
to pick up Sophia for
their first date. In the near
future, admissions will
definitely be booming
at the university due
to its exposure in this
film. The movie is also
filmed in various parts
of North Carolina. On
Sophia and Luke’s first
date, the landscape of
the lake behind them is
so scenic that it almost
acts as a distraction. The
impressive bull riding
scenes should also be
recognized. With the
cheering crowds and reallife bulls, you couldn’t
help but feel like you were
actually there.
While the relationship
between Sophia and Luke
lacked connection and
good acting, young Ira
and young Ruth were
hard to look away from.
In other words, with Ira
and Ruth, you did not feel
like you were watching a
scripted movie. While you
find yourself feeling for
Ira and Ruth, Sophia and
Luke’s relationship moves
too quickly for you to even
see a connection form.
Their relationship lacked
“the chase,” which is
always something viewers
want to witness.
Without revealing
details, the movie is a
far cry from the book of
which it is based. Those
who read the book find
themselves sitting there
puzzled as to what
movie they are actually
watching. It is up to the
viewer to decide if this
movie lives up to its high
expectations.

Six Hours of “Sorrow”

PHOTO COURTESY OF potoclips.com

by Dan Gagnon ’15
A&E Staff
MUSIC

PHOTO COURTESY OF people.com

For $150, fans can now buy a recording of
The National playing their song “Sorrow” on
continuous loop for six hours straight. The song,
which is ordinarily only three minutes and 25
seconds long, is being released exclusively as a
vinyl box set aptly titled A Lot of Sorrow.
The National is a melancholy indie rock band
from Brooklyn who rose to fame in 2008 with
the song “Fake Empire” from their album Boxer.
The song is a moping critique of America’s wars
overseas, and also the story of a confused and
dejected person.
In May 2013, The National performed “Sorrow”
at the MoMA PS1 in New York for six hours in
front of a live audience as part of the “Sunday
Sessions” series. In addition to being audio
recorded, the performance was filmed by Ragnar
Kjartansson, an Icelandic performance artist, as
an example of “endurance art.” The film is now
on exhibit at the Luhring Augustine Gallery in
New York. A preview of the film can be seen at
ALotOfSorrow.com.
Prior to filming The National’s performance,
Kjartansson was best known for his 2002 short
black-and-white film “Death and The Children,”
in which he ambushes a group of unsuspecting
schoolchildren in a cemetery and claims to be the
embodiment of Death. He howls and emerges from
a dilapidated mausoleum wearing a three-piece

19th century-style black suit, wielding a scythe,
and announcing “I am Death” as the children
scream. After speaking with the children about
God and fate, one of the kids accuses Kjartansson
of being “small and ugly.” This prior experience
makes him a great fit for a film as depressing as A
Lot of Sorrow.
The box set audio recording of A Lot of Sorrow
includes nine transparent vinyl records as part of
a limited pressing. The song “Sorrow” is from their
2010 album High Violet, and has been described as
a “popular lament.” It is a very aptly named song,
as it includes the lines “Sorrow found me when I
was young, / Sorrow waited, sorrow won” and “I
live in a city sorrow built / It’s in my honey, it’s in
my milk.” It might seem mildly tortuous to listen
to a song this melancholic for six hours straight,
but the project benefits a great cause. All profits
will be donated to Partners in Health, a charity
that describes its mission as bringing “the benefits
of modern medical science to those most in need
of them and to serve as an antidote to despair.”
So by listening to six hours of despair from The
National, fans can sponsor medical treatments
and ease the despair of those around the world
who ordinarily would not have access to quality
healthcare.
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This Week’s Celebrity News
by Isabella Goldstein ’17
A&E Staff
CELEBRITY

So swamped in your studies that you have
not had any time to catch up with your favorite
celebrities? No need to worry. We have all of the
hottest gossip in Hollywood that will surely leave
you feeling in the know.
If you have not already seen or heard, which
is most unlikely, the Kardashians have taken
Armenia by storm. Sisters Kim and Khloé have
been documenting their eight-day trip via
Instagram. Kim’s husband, Kanye West, even put
on an impromptu (and free) performance there
this past Sunday.
A rekindling of romance? This past week,
Jennifer Lopez was seen celebrating ex-boyfriend
Casper Smart’s 28th birthday in Mexico. In an
interview at Sunday’s MTV Movie Awards, J. Lo
stated, “No, no, no! Only because I love you so
much. Here is the deal. When I have something
to announce, I will.” Unlikely story! Perhaps we
will see the two officially together in the very near
future.
If you did not have a chance to in fact catch
the awards show, here is a little recap. The Fault
in Our Stars won best movie of the year. Shailene
Woodley picked up best female performance and
Bradley Cooper best male. Kevin Hart took the
award for comedic genius, and Robert Downey Jr.
won the Generation Award. But perhaps the most
exciting part of the night was the release of a Pitch
Perfect sequel.
To end on a note of both celebration and new
beginnings: this past Sunday, Beyoncé’s mother
Tina Knowles tied the knot with Richard Lawson,
most notable for his work on All My Children, in a
beautiful yacht wedding. Of course, Beyoncé, her
sister Solange, husband Jay Z, and their daughter
Blue Ivy were there to celebrate the special
occasion. Congratulations to the two!
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Remembering Soul Singer Percy Sledge
by Katie Puzycki ’17
A&E Editor
MUSIC
Percy Sledge had not always been
the smooth soul and R&B singer that
we know him as today. This past
Tuesday, Sledge sadly lost his battle
to liver cancer at his home in Baton
Rouge. He was 73 years old.
Born on November 25, 1941, in
Leighton, Alabama, Sledge grew
up in the more traditional country
lifestyle. He held many agricultural
jobs in his hometown before
beginning work as an orderly at the
Colbert County Hospital in Sheffield,
Alabama. It was not until the mid1960s that his music career began to
spark. During the week, he alternated
between working at the hospital,
and then touring with the Esquires,
an R&B group from Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, on the weekends. Not
long after being acquainted with the
band, he was offered an audition and
rewarded with a recording contract.
Sledge’s purely soulful voice and
wide range made him the perfect
candidate for bluesy ballads in the
eyes of his first producers Quin Ivy
and Marlin Greene. The two helped
him record his first, and most widely
received single, “When a Man Loves
a Woman,” a tune that Sledge had
carried with him for many years
before the recording. Sledge once
stated that he “hummed the tune all
[his] life, even when [he] was picking

and chopping cotton in the fields.”
Many of Sledge’s songs embrace
the same concept of heartbreak,
loneliness, and all of the ups and
downs of love that are apparent in
his first single, but for a blues singer
they are themes that brought Sledge
all the more success. These are the
same ideas that filled the four albums
that Sledge recorded in the late’60s with Atlantic Records, which
include: When a Man Loves a Woman
(1966), Warm and Tender Soul (1966),
The Percy Sledge Way (1967), and Take
Time to Know Her (1968).
Sledge’s career as a singer only
went upwards from there. He made
the charts again with the release of
his 1974 record I’ll Be Your Everything
with Capricorn Records as well as his
recording of the hit song “Ain’t No
Sunshine.” His career continued well
into the ’80s, and then into the ’90s
when he released yet another new
album for Virgin Records entitled Blue
Night in 1994. The album featured
singers such as Bobby Womack, Steve
Cropper, and Mick Taylor. It went on
to receive a Grammy nomination for
Best Contemporary Blues Album,
and in 1996 it went on to win the
W.C. Handy Award for best soul or
blues album.
Sledge’s phenomenal career led
him to win awards such as the
Rhythm and Blues Foundation’s first
Career Achievement award in 1989,
and an induction into the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame in 2005.

PHOTO COURTESY OF nydailynews.com
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WHAT’S MORE

IMPRESSIVE
THAN OUR STATS? OUR
GRADUATES.

At Quinnipiac University, our students are our main focus. It’s why we offer graduate degrees in fields ranging from business
to health sciences. It’s also why Quinnipiac was ranked among the top master’s-level universities in the North by
U.S. News & World Report and first in the northern region in U.S. News’ Up-and-Coming Schools category.
Education
Elementary
Secondary
Educational Leadership
Instructional Design*
Teacher Leadership*
Communications
Interactive Media*
Journalism**
Sports Journalism**
Public Relations
Law
JD – Juris Doctor
JD/MBA (Joint degree in law and business)
LLM in Health Law

Health Sciences
Biomedical Sciences
Cardiovascular Perfusion
Occupational Therapy (post-professional)*
Pathologists’ Assistant
Physician Assistant
Radiologist Assistant
Social Work
Nursing
Adult Gerontology or Family Nurse Practitioner
Care of Populations
Nurse Anesthesia
Nursing Leadership*
Medicine
MD – Doctor of Medicine
Anesthesiologist Assistant

Arts & Sciences
Molecular & Cell Biology
Business
Business Analytics*
MBA***
MBA-CFA® Track (Chartered Financial Analyst)
MBA/HCM (Health Care Management)***
MBA-SCM (Supply Chain Management)***
JD/MBA (Joint degree in law and business)
Organizational Leadership*
* Program offered only online
** Specific program tracks offered either on campus
or online
*** Program offered on campus and online

To find out how Quinnipiac can help you succeed in your career, call 1-800-462-1944,
e-mail graduate@quinnipiac.edu or visit www.quinnipiac.edu/gradprograms.

1-800-462-1944 | Hamden & North Haven, Connecticut
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Out

by Joey Aiello ’16
Portfolio Staff
dialogue

Guy: This place is so fun!
Girl: What?
Guy: I said this place is so fun!
Girl: Oh, yeah!
Guy: I really like the music they
play!
Girl: Huh?
Guy: The music! They play good
music here!
Girl: Yeah they do. I'm sorry, I
couldn't hear you over the music.
Guy: I love this song!
Girl: Yeah it's a good jam.
Guy: Do you know the name of it?
I forgot.
Girl: I never really knew the name
of this song, or any of the lyrics,
come to think of it, does this song
even have lyrics?
Guy: I don't know, but the beat's
sick!
Girl: I love a sick beat!
Guy: Right!
Girl: Mhmm.
Guy: So what's your major?
Girl: *mumbles* Smooth segue.
Guy: What?
Girl: Uhh, Psychology.
Guy: That's cool! So you're going
to be a therapist? Listen to people's
problems?
Girl: Sure.
Guy: I'm an accounting major, gonna make bank!
Girl: You should have majored in
"Making bank."
Guy: I wish!
Girl: I'm sure you do.
Guy: So, do you live on campus?

Girl: Yeah, in the apartments.
Guy: Oh cool, me too, we actually
just got this really cool new disco
ball speaker in our room, it was like
a hundred dollars at Brookstone,
thing's dope.
Girl: For that kind of money I'm
sure it is.
Guy: Yeah, you should come by
and check it—
Girl: This is the part where you
"smoothly" attempt to get me to
come back to your room and make
a questionable decision right?
Guy: What? No? I just wanted to
show you my disco ball.
Girl: I'm sure, tell you what, you
can walk me back to my room if
you'd like, how does that sound?
Guy: Okay!
Girl: Really?
Guy: Yeah sure let's go!
Girl: Alright...
***
Girl: Okay, well, here we are, I'm
going to go to bed now.
Guy: Okay, goodnight!
Girl: Really? you're not going to try
to "smooth" talk your way into my
room?
Guy: Do you want me to?
Girl: No, I said you could walk me
back sarcastically because I figured
you wouldn't want to.
Guy: That's kind of weird, I don't
know if I want to be involved with
you. I'm going to go back to my
room and play songs off my disco
ball speaker, nice meeting you!
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Is Today
Going to Be
a Good Day?
by Paul Francisco ’15
Portfolio Staff
fiction

When I was in high school I
used to do the same thing every
morning. I would wake up and
go take a shower. Then I would
pick out a white shirt and tie
combo with a nice pair of khakis.
I usually asked myself three
realy big questions everyday.
The third biggest question of the
day was whether it was going to
be a bacon, egg, and cheese on a
roll or on a bagel morning. The
second biggest question was
what drink is going to go with
the sandwich. Most days it is a
99 cent Arizona Arnold Palmer,
but then on rare mornings it is
Dr. Pepper because who doesn’t
like soda for breakfast. This was
the same routine I had in high
school. It seems proper that I
keep the same routine when I go
back to my high school to start
working there.
I pulled into the parking lot
of the school and it seemed like
everything was going smoothly,
until it came time to answer the
biggest question I asked myself
every morning, “Was today
going to be a good day?” I looked
at the high school and become
got immediately anxious.
What if I am going to be a
bad teacher? What if the
students hate me? What
am I going to do about
lunch!? All extremely
valid

questions and then I heard a tap
on my window. There stood my
old high school English teacher,
Ms. Cullen. I turned off the car
and got out.
“Hey there, Ms. Cullen,” I said
with a slight smile on my face.
“You can call me Jessica now.
I haven’t been your teacher in a
really long time,” she said.
“Sorry, Jessica. I am gonna
have to get used to that one.” I
reluctantly said walking toward
the school.
“Nervous?”
she
asked,
opening the main doors holding
them open for me.
“Terrified.”
I
confessed,
holding the other set of doors
for her.
“Hey! Don’t be! You are going
to be great. You could have
taught the class when I was your
teacher senior year. This is going
to be nothing!”
“Haha. No, I couldn’t have!
You taught me everything I
know about literature!”
“That isn’t true at all! You are
going to have a great first day!
Don’t worry about a thing!”
“I guess we will see at the end
of the day.”
“‘Today you are You. That is
truer than true. There is no one
alive who is Youer than you.’
You are going to have a
good day, Mr.
Allen. Dr.
Seuss said
so.”
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Fast Fiction
Here's the deal: 25 words or less. One title.
An entire story.
Get Reading!

A Few of My Favorite Things
by Justin Fernandez ’15
Portfolio Editor

In no particular order: fires, alcohol, national championships.

Hindsight

by Kate Jorgensen ’15
Portfolio Staff
The splintered, useless pieces of a chair, which lie broken on the
ground today, rocketed whole through a third-story window in
last night’s triumph.

A Trip Down Memory Lane
by Paul Francisco ’15
Portfolio Staff

I scroll through pictures of us and am reminded that this isn't the
end. We are stuck together whether you like it or not.

Bad Haircut
by D.J. Burke ’15
Portfolio Staff

What even is it? Is it supposed to be viewed from a certain angle?
At least it's aerodynamic. Modern art is confusing.

Songs Nelly Doesn't
Want to Hear in Prison
by Mason Sciotti ’15
Editor-in-Chief
"Hot In Herre."
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Listomania

T iffa n y &
E a rl

Children's Show Characters that
Wouldn't Fit into Our Society

Making PC an emotionally stable
place one letter at a time

Barney

Gumby

Elmo

Cosmo

Mandark

The Map

Clifford the
Big Red Dog

The Bronze
Kneecap

Bananas in Pajamas

Plank

CatDog

Dr. Drakken

Zoboomafoo

Majin Buu

Carl (Jimmy Neutron)

The Dirty Bubble

Lunette

Scrappy Doo

Ren and Stimpy

The Box Ghost

Po

Louis Stevens

Seth Powers

Mojo Jojo

Dear Tiffany and Earl,
In light of the gathering on Saturday night on
Pembroke, I'm scared for my safety off campus.
Knowing that Civ Scream is right around the corner,
I fear that my brothers and I will be persecuted in
the name of "celebration." How can we protect
ourselves from the unruly and CLEARLY dangerous
PC community?
Sincerely,
A Concerned Couch

Dear Couch Potato,
I wouldn’t fear for your safety; you aren’t a keg.
Riot on!
Xoxo
Tiff

Tracks
by Branan Durbin ’16
Asst. Portfolio Editor
poetry

Crouched, I listen, and watch.
Wind panics around me,
making leaves and dust
go insane.
I wasn’t supposed to sneak here
again, I’d promised
to be safe and abandon
this, my favorite spot,
where the river to the mill
flows below, nearby,
and the valley that holds it
brings us hills on which
these stark trees stand.
The sound is deafening.
It’s rhythmic, soothing—
even more than the silence
of that river.
My eyes stay open
to watch the monolith pass:
each car of the freight train
a blur of dark color.
It overpowers my senses,
steals my breath
and every ounce of my attention.

As the outer whirlwind
whips my hair about my face,
an internal rush stirs
from the constant, endless train
rolling through my mind—
bits of memories blurring like cars
each hour, day and night—
your face, this joke, that song—
always audible
and always shaking
the soul built unwisely
against the tracks.
They say this spot’s not safe.
The train, they warn, is too close.
But, I still love to watch it pass
and am addicted to its
fleeting, thundering, harmful
beauty.
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Dear Tim Couch,
As we all know, people are animals. Couches are
objects. This gives you the advantage of lacking
morality and emotional judgement. My suggestion?
Watch the cinematic classic Dawn of the Planet of the
Apes. (Make sure to take notes!) Afterwards, you
posse of upholstery'd furnishings go out there and
start burning people. The only rational way to deal
with this kind of behavior is to retaliate like a pouty
child and lash back on the students, amirite? Don't
worry about empowering the students to avoid
wrong and interacting with them as if you are on
their level. You are a couch. You are below them.
Earl
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Something
to say?
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Summer Storage &
Shipping

Need help moving off campus?
Storage Option





Supplies delivered directly to your room 
Direct pick up from your room 

Storage of your items over summer break

Direct delivery to your room when you return to campus

Shipping Option

Send Letters to
the Editor to
cowlcommentary@gmail.com






Boxed possessions will be picked up directly from your room 
Shipping cost will be provided once measured and weighed at
our location

Boxes will be shipped to the address you provide, using a safe,
reliable shipping method

www.nestudentservices.com

support@nestudentservices.com
401-405-0920

Embrace
#nofilter
Join Photo
Apply at
www.thecowl.com
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If Mesopotamia Is the
Cradle of Civilization,
Then We’re the Cradle of
Journalism.

Apply Today!
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Editor's Corner:
A Celebration in
Friartown
by DJ Anderson '16
Sports Editor
column
On April 14, 2015, a
packed crowd occupies
Schneider Arena, with
their full focus turned
to the Jumbo-Tron that
is replaying the final
period of the 2015 NCAA
Hockey Championship,
a game which gave
Providence College its
first ever Men’s Hockey
National Championship.
With the final minutes of
the game playing over
the monitor, the crowd
bursts out cheering as
goaltender Jon Gillies '16
sprawls out across the
net for the game-saving
save. This cheer is oneupped a few minutes
later, as the final seconds
tick off the clock and
the celebration of our
most successful men’s
team is re-played on the
monitor.
Moments after this
celebration aired, the
opening speaker of the
event let his words boom
over the microphone
“We’ve arrived, we're
the
2015
National
Champions.” At this
proclamation, the crowd
roared, showing their
respect and devotion
to their Men’s Hockey
Team.
The best moment of
the entire celebration
came a few minutes later,
when the 2015 National
Champions
were
announced. Despite the
massive ovations and
cheers given to the many
heroes of the national
championship run, the
biggest applause was
given to a player whodid
not lace up his skates
throughout the season.
This
applause
was
given to Drew Brown
'15, a senior who has
been battling a rare and
vicious form of bone
cancer throughout the
season. As Providence
College Athletic Director
Bob Driscoll eloquently
put it, Brown is “the
toughest Friar in the
house,” and was the
“inspiration”
behind
the
first
national
championship in PC
Men’s Hockey’s long
history.
Once Brown’s well
deserved applauses had
concluded, Providence
College
President
Father Brian Shanley

and Providence Mayor
Jorge Elorza spoke to
the crown, echoing the
sentiments of the entire
Providence
student
body. Elorza summed
up these feelings best
when he said, “On
behalf of the city, I am so
proud that you are our
national
champions.”
Once Elorza had finished
his
speech,
Hockey
East Commissioner Joe
Bertagna stepped to the
microphone. Bertagna
was one of the happiest
men in the building
during Saturday night’s
national championship,
as two Hockey East
teams were squaring off
in the most important
game of the college
hockey
season.
As
Bertagna
explained,
“I was one of the few
people in the building
Saturday night that was
not stressed out, because
I could not lose.”
One of the main
reasons for the two
championship Hockey
East representatives was
Providence Head Coach
Nate Leaman. However,
when speaking about the
championship,
Coach
Leaman did nothing
but
emphasize
the
team effort that existed
throughout the entire
Friar community. As
he explained, “We had
a great team this year,
the players, our staff,
our administration, our
alumni, our community,
our state; we all came
together as a team. That’s
the best part of this year’s
championship.”
Despite the team
effort that went into the
National Championship,
Coach Leaman was not
shedding enough light
on his incredible effort
with the Providence
program. As Bob Driscoll
explained earlier in the
celebration,Leaman
took Providence from
the worst team in the
Hockey East to National
Championship, with this
transformation occurring
over four short years.
This shouldn’t come as
a surprise to anybody,
as Leaman pulled off a
similar transformation
at Union College, who
won last year’s national
championship. In fact,

Bertagna went as far as
saying that Leaman “is
actually the architect
of the last two national
championship teams.”
As Leaman came toward
the close of his speech,
he gave an immense
amount of credit to the
Friar Faithful, noting
their importance in the
tough regional bracket
that Providence escaped.
As he explained, “We had
14,000 fans over the two
games in Providence,
which led all the other
regions by about 5,000
fans.”
Towards the end
of his speech, Leaman
made a touching tribute
to his co-captain, Ross
Mauermann '15 who is
one of the few players
to spend his entire
four-year career under
Leaman’s wing. He said,
“Ross Mauermann came
to us four years ago as a
walk-on…but he leaves
here as a champion and
I couldn’t be more proud
of him.” The Friar Head
Coach ended his speech
by poking at his captain,
saying, “You can always
spot him on campus
with the red hair.”
With
the
crowd
laughing, Mauermann
walked to the stage.
His
first
phrase
summed up the Friars'
incredible run to the
championship.
In
Maurmann’s words, “It’s
been an unbelievable
ride,”
and
in
the
opinion of everyone
in the crowd, this was
an understatement. In
order to win the national
championship,
the
Friars had to mount a
third period comeback
against
the
Boston
University
Terriers,
a team that Leaman
called “one of the best
third period teams in
the country.” However,
they accomplished this
goal, and Mauermann
explained that it was
still tough to believe. He
explained the attitude of
all of Providence College
when he said, “It’s still
kind of setting in for us,
but we are NATIONAL
CHAMPIONS.”
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al: boston red sox
It may seem hard to believe, but the Boston Red Sox will
be attempting to go from worst-to-first for the second time in
four years. Although this seems highly improbable, especially
considering the struggles that plagued the Sox last season, I
think that John Farrell’s team can pull off the impossible once
again. The Boston offense is lethal this season, with proven
sources of power all throughout the order. This has shown
in the first eight games, as some of the toughest pitchers in
the major leagues have struggled to get out of the first four
innings against the potent Sox line-up.
This cannot come as a surprise to many people, as the
Red Sox boast a 1-7 order of Mookie Betts, Dustin Pedroia,
David Ortiz, Hanley Ramirez, Pablo Sandoval, Mike Napoli,
and Xander Bogaerts. There are five proven major league
hitters within that order. If youngsters Betts and Bogaerts
can continue their early season pace, then the Red Sox could
have the best offense in baseball when everything is said and
done.
The biggest question mark coming into this season was
the team’s pitching staff. After losing veterans Jon Lester
and John Lackey, the team sought a complete staff overload
this summer, when they acquired Justin Masterson, Rick
Porcello, and Wade Miley. Combined with Clay Buchholz
and Joe Kelly, these additions have bolstered a rotation that
could surprise a lot of people this season.
Even if the pitching staff were to show shakiness
throughout the season, the team is complete with a bullpen
and line-up that will win a lot of games in the American
League. They will certainly face some tough competition, as
the Tigers, Royals, and Orioles all look very strong to start
the season. However, under the tutelage of Farrell and with
a never-ending bounty of farm-system talent, the Sox look
poised to make a run to this year’s AL pennant.
				

-DJ Anderson ’16

who will play in
the 2016
world series?
nl: new york mets
As a perennially disappointed New York Mets fan, I
always start the season with high expectations only to have
them crushed by the All Star Game. However, this year I
truly see a team that can squeak into the playoffs and make a
run to the World Series. Call my prediction for the NL World
Series representative a pipe dream if you want, but I finally
have concrete evidence to back up my optimism.
Baseball has started to shift back to a heavy reliance on
pitching over the last few years. With the return of pitcher
Matt Harvey from Tommy John surgery, the Mets have
regained a number one starter in a rotation that already boasts
2014 NL Rookie of the Year Jacob deGrom, Bartolo Colon,
Jon Niese, and Dillon Gee. Beyond these five, the Mets have
several major-league ready starters, such as prospects Noah
Syndergaard and Steven Matz, waiting in the minors. Later
in the season, it is possible that some of these players come
out of the bullpen to solidify the already-strong relief corps.
The Mets also made a commitment to improve their
outfield this winter and signed veteran Michael Cuddyer
to accompany Gold Glove winner Juan Lagares and Curtis
Granderson. Cuddyer should provide some needed power
and proven consistency in the middle of the lineup to help
Lucas Duda and David Wright. Duda hopes to build upon
his strong 2014 campaign, while Wright returns from an
injury-plagued season. The team’s obvious weak point is
Wilmer Flores at shortstop, but the team seems prepared to
trade for one mid-season or call up rookie Matt Reynolds if
Flores struggles.
Ultimately, time will tell if the Mets can finally return to
relevancy this summer, but in the meantime, I’ll keep uttering
the famous phrase of the late Mets’ manager Tug McGraw,
“Ya gotta believe!”
				

-Sarah Wacik '15
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Gillies, Acciari Net Regional Awards

by Brannon Walker-Hodges ’16
Sports Staff
men's hockey
First things first, let’s commend
all of our Friars Men’s Hockey
players for their hard work and
effort for bringing Friartown their
first national championship in
school history. Many of the players
currently on the roster have some
decisions to make. As of today,
eight Friars will be attending NHL
development camps in order to have
scouts analyze the pool of talent.
There will be more pressure
and analysis on two of the most
accomplished players in Friars
hockey history. Friars forward
Noel Acciari '16 and goaltender Jon
Gillies '16 received All-New England
Awards for this season. Awards

were handed out on Tuesday, April
7, 2015.
Acciari was named All-England
Best Defensive Forward of the
year. According to Friars.com, this
is the third time in Friar hockey
history that the All-New England
Defensive Forward of the year
award was given to a Providence
College player.
Travis Dillabough was given
the award during the 1996-1997
season, while Tim Schaller was
also given the award during the
2012-2013 campaign. Acciari’s stat
line throughout the season is a
testament to the kind of effort and
aggressiveness he brought to the
Friars during their tournament run
to the championship.
Acciari earned season highs
in goals (14) and assists (16). His

Acciari scores in the semifinal game against Nebraska-Omaha.
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career high of 30 points ranked tied for
second on the team. Acciari has come
up clutch in crucial situations for the
Friars, scoring four power play goals
on the season, along with scoring
a shorthanded goal and two gamewinners. Efficiency and dependability
are qualities often associated with
Acciari. Friars.com states that he led
the Friars with +21 plus/minus rating
this season and won .556 faceoff win
percentage.
Jon Gillies is projected to be one
of the best goalie prospects in the
NHL draft. Gillies received All-New
England All Star honors. During the
regular season, Gillies’ record consist
of 22-13-2 (13-8-1 in Hockey East).
He had a 2.01 goals-against and a
.929 save percentage. Gillies also
has recorded four shutout games for
the national champions this year,

Gillies makes a save against the Terriers.
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including a 1-0 shutout win against
Boston College on Nov. 29.
Gillies has been selected 75th
overall in 3rd round of the NHL
draft to the Calgary Flames. Gillies
was selected by former Friar men’s
hockey player and current GM of the
Flames, Brian Burke.
Burke trusts that Gillies can yield
his fantastic tournament run to
propel the Flames to a competitive
state within the NHL Stanley Cup
playoffs, as Gillies has chosen
to jump to the league right now
just in time for the start of the
playoffs. Finally, Gillies capped
off the memorable year with a 49save performance against Boston
University to guide the Friars to the
national championship, tied for the
second-most saves in any NCAA
men’s hockey tournament game.
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Athlete of the Week: Buck McClure

by Gretta Schultz ’17
Sports Staff
men's lacrosse
Buck McClure '15 has always
been a strong lacrosse player. In
high school, he was a four-year
varsity letter winner at Dallas Jesuit
in Texas. McClure played for Team
Dallas and Dallas Select during his
high school career. In 2008, McClure
was name Rookie of the Year and
was also awarded the All-District
Honorable Mention. He was named
All-American, Offensive MVP and
Team MVP in 2010 and 2011. McClure
began playing for Providence in 2012.
As a freshman McClure appeared
in seven games for the Friars. He
finished the season with three points
on one goal and two assists. McClure
made his first start for the Friars in
2013. During the 2013 season he also
scored one goal for the Friars. In the
2014 season, McClure appeared in
seven games for the Friars including
three starts. As a senior, Buck McClure
started off the season by being named
to the Big East Weekly Honor Roll on
Feb. 23. In the season opener McClure
scored one goal for the Friars. He
currently is second for the Friars in
points with 20 points for 11 goals and
nine assists.
Gretta: As a senior, do you feel that
you have more to prove or that you are
pushed to take on a larger role on the
team?  
Buck: As a senior, it is my last year
to play lacrosse and I just want to make
sure I do not have any regrets. Being

a senior just makes me want to make
sure I do all the extra work like film
and shooting outside of practice, so
that I can maximize my performance
on the field. I know all the other
seniors on the team are doing the
same as well. All of the seniors have
stepped up this year and are taking
a larger role on the team. Since we
have a small senior class and a large
freshman class, all of us seniors have
made it our personal responsibility to
be a leader on and off the field.
G: How has being a student
athlete affected your time at PC either
positively or negatively?
B: I would definitely say being a
student athlete has been a positive
experience at PC. Even though you
miss out on some things that the rest
of the student body who do not play a
sport get to do, you gain experiences
that only a few people at PC are lucky
enough to be a part of. I know that if I
had to go back and do it over again I
would still chose to play a sport at PC
because of how it has shaped me for
the better today.
G: Are there any specific goals you
have for this season and the rest of
your time on the team?
B: The goal for the team has always
been to play lacrosse in May and
make it to the Big East Tournament.
In order to do this we need to win
two Big East games. This is what the
team has been working for the whole
year.

G: Is there any advice you would give
younger players on your team or any
student athletes?
A: My advice for the younger players
on the team is to recognize that you are
doing something special. Being a part
of the lacrosse team is something that
is bigger than you. Although being a
student athlete is hard work, you have
to enjoy the moments that you have with
your teammates. You may not realize it
at the time, but all of the hard lifts and
practices are the moments you are going
to remember and look back on. As a
senior I have realized how important
it is to enjoy every moment with my
teammates.

to go your way, but being an athlete
has taught me to keep pushing and
working hard to achieve your goals. I
think that skill is something that many
athletes learn at PC and I know it will
help me throughout the rest of my life.
G: Will you continue to be involved
with lacrosse after graduation and in
what way?
B: I know lacrosse will always be a
part of my life. After college I would
like to help coach youth lacrosse.

G: Who or what has been your biggest
motivation during your time at PC?
B: After freshman year we got a new
coaching staff and soon after that we
received a new locker room and a new
field. To see the school and the athletic
department do all these things for the
program has motivated me. The support
from the athletic department at PC has
enabled the lacrosse program to take a
big step in becoming more successful.
I am happy to be a part of the change
and I know that the program will only
continue to be more and more successful.
G: Do you feel that being a student
athlete has given you skills that you
may have otherwise not had?
B: I think being a student athlete
has taught me to deal with adversity.
On the field things aren’t always going
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Champs:
Continued from front page

Massa stopped them all in the first
period and on the Providence side
Jon Gillies ’16 stopped every shot
he faced to keep the game scoreless
through one period.
In the second period the Friars
were finally able to capitalize with
two goals. The first came when Nick
Saracino ’16, a player usually at his
best when it matters most, put a loose
rebound into the back of the net. The
second came when Mark Jankowski
’16 lifted a shot above Massa’s pads
from just outside the crease. PC has
seen an offensive resurgence in the
second half of the season, much of
it coming in the same way as their
breakthrough against Omaha with
gritty play in front of the net and
pouncing on rebounds.
Massa continued his stellar
performance and looked like he
might get some goal support when
Omaha forward Jake Guentzal beat
Gillies top shelf halfway through the
third period. The Friars responded
quickly though and what could have
been a huge momentum shift towards
Omaha became extra momentum for
PC when Trevor Mingoia ’16 buried
a shot from the slot. As Leaman
explained after the game, that third

goal provided not just a momentum
shift but an opportunity to refocus
their game plan. “The best thing
about it is I thought we were slipping
with some things we wanted to do in
the third period and right after we
scored that goal all the guys on the
bench were saying the right things.”
After the Friars’ first game of the
NCAA Tournament against Miami
(Ohio), Providence fans understand
that there is no such thing as a safe
lead and that the ability to capitalize
on the empty net is important. With
solid defense and Gillies between the
pipes Providence was able to hold on
to their two goal lead and Saracino
chipped in the empty netter for a 4-1
final.
The Friars did not get time to
celebrate as they were immediately
on to their next challenge which was
Boston University, who presented
a very different challenge than
Nebraska-Omaha did. BU is built
around their offense more than any
other team Providence played in the
tournament and can match PC hit
for hit. “They have a great transition
game,” Nate said of BU’s offense,
“Grzelcyk and Fortunato do a really
good job of getting up on the offense.
They have a really good power play
and obviously I think they have the
premier forward in the country in
Eichel.”
On Saturday, it was BU who came
out firing on offense and Gillies who

needed to have the game of his career
to give his team a chance. Even with
shots and possession strongly in BU’s
favor Providence found the back of
the net first when Anthony Florentino
’17 buried a shot from the point on
their first strong offensive possession
of the game. Boston University broke
through in the first period as well
with a tough-angle shot that beat
Gillies short-side. BU followed it
up four seconds later when Danny
O’Regan put the puck past Gillies in
transition.
Suddenly, in the space of
five seconds, Providence found
themselves down a goal with little
to no offensive production to speak
of. “They were all over us there
for the first period,” captain Ross
Mauermann '15 said, “The speed
was a big factor. It was hard to keep
up with them at first.” At the end of
the period PC was trailing 1-2 and
being outshot 6-18. The Friars got
some offensive production in the
second period, notably a power play
goal by Jankowski. In the second BU
responded again with a goal from
Cason Hohmann to get back on top.
“I think that’s what makes it a little
bit sweeter,” Leaman said after the
game, “That BU team was terrific.
They had us on our heels for a lot
of the first and second periods. We
were just hanging in there and Jonny
[Gillies] held us in there.”
The Friars finally found their
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footing in the third and were able
to develop a cycle and gain some
offensive zone pressure. Halfway
through the third it paid off with
a freak bounce and a miscue by
Boston University goaltender Matt
O’Connor. Tom Parisi ’16 released
a shot from the point and PC went
for the change rather than chase
after and forced O’Connor to hold it,
leaving him unsure what to do with
the puck in his glove. He lost it in an
attempt to pass it off to a teammate
and by the time he found it the puck
was already across the goal line.
The Friars backed up the bounce
with a second goal off a well designed
faceoff play when Brandon Tanev ’16
lifted the puck above O’Connor’s
glove hand. At that point Gillies took
back over the game, making save
after save to preserve the Friars’ 4-3
win and their first National Title. The
celebration on campus continued
into Tuesday when the official
championship celebration was held.
Athletic Director Bob Driscoll and
Leaman addressed the crowd and
thanked them for their support. The
biggest ovation of the night, however
came for Drew Brown ’15 who
returned to the team this semester
after being declared cancer-free and
participated in on-ice activities with
the team for the first time all season
during the Frozen Four.
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Lacrosse Fights Through Tough Big East
by Bryan Blum ’17
Senior Sports Writer
men's lacrosse
The difficult season for the Men’s
Lacrosse Team continued after losses
against Marquette and Brown.
The Friars fought hard against
the number 15 team in the country,
scoring the first four goals of the game
to take a 4-0 lead, but Marquette
quickly answered with three straight
goals of their own.
The Friars
managed to extend their lead to 5-3
before the Golden Eagles scored three
unanswered goals to take the lead that
they never relinquished.
With Marquette leading 12-7 at
the beginning of the fourth quarter,
Providence chipped away at the lead

in the final period, outscoring them 3-2
in the quarter, but could not regain the
lead, losing 14-10.
Will Mazzone ’16 and Michael
Perettine ’16, both transfers from West
Point, scored three goals in the losing
effort, leading the Friars in scoring.
Despite the loss, the Friars outshot
Marquette 38-35 and won 17-28 faceoffs.
Against their cross-town rivals
Brown, Providence lost another hard
fought game 15-11. Led by Mazzone
once again the Friars went goal for
goal with Brown in the first quarter,
as the game was tied going into the
second period. Brown led 6-4 going
into halftime. The Friars kept the game
close, entering the period down 10-7,
but Brown scored five goals in the final
quarter to pull away from the Friars.

Mazzone once again scored a hat
trick for the second straight game,
and is now leading the Friars in goals.
Perettine and Robert Caffrey ’15 also
netted two goals a piece in the effort.
Despite a slow start to Big East play
in which they are 0-3, Mazzone has
been a bright spot for the Friars' offense.
With a hat trick against Georgetown
on April 4, Mazzone now has three
straight games with a hat trick. For
his performances against Georgetown
and Marquette, he was named to the
Big East Weekly Honor Roll. Mazzone
leads the team in goals with 31.
Overall the team is 4-8 on the season
with their only wins coming against
Vermont, Boston University, Sacred
Heart, and UMass-Lowell. The Friars
have not won in over a month, since
their 11-6 victory in Lowell. Against

the defending champion Duke Blue
Devils, the Friars lost 20-8 in Durham.
The Friars have two more games this
season against Denver University in
Colorado on April 18 and Villanova on
April 25 at home. If the Friars expect a
Big East victory this season, it will most
likely not come against Denver, who is
ranked fifth in the country 9-2 on the
season, and first in the Big East with a
3-0 record. Villanova, however, may be
the Friars' best chance of victory, as the
Wildcats are also 0-3 in Big East and
are only 5-7 overall on the season.
Only the top four teams compete
for the Big East trophy, so the Friars
season will end after the game against
Villanova, but with two strong juniors
retuning in Mazzone and Perettine,
the Friars hope to rebuild and compete
strongly next season.

